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  What is the purpose of the Matrix? 

Using the Campus Journal 

Entry Chartfield Matrix 

The Campus Journal Entry Chartfield Matrix provides you 

with the funds, sources, and accounts that can be used for 

each campus journal type. The campus journal pages are 

organized by transaction groups, which identify the  

various reasons for creating the campus journal.  

The transaction groups contain one or more transaction 

types that identify the nature of the transaction at a  

further level of detail. Most of these journal pages have 

built-in business rules, except for the Other Campus JE 

(JOT) which is a free-form campus journal. The Other 

Campus JE is only used when a journal doesn’t fit the 

description of any other transaction types.  

The matrix shows a complete list of allowable chartfield 

funds, sources, and accounts. However it doesn’t show the 

correct pairing of chartfield strings, such as correct fund 

and source combination.  

You can use the matrix in the following two ways: 

   How do I use the Matrix? 

For Correcting Journals (JCR) 

The left side of the matrix (under the blue ribbon)  

provides chartfield values that are available to retrieve 

the original transaction posted in Connect Carolina. 

The right side of the matrix (under the green ribbon) pro-

vides chartfield values that are allowable to select for the 

correct journal lines. 

For Non JCR Journals  Example below is of JBL. 

The left side of the matrix (Debit) provides chartfield 

values that are allowable to record the debit side of the 

journal entry. 

The right side of the matrix (Credit) provides chartfield 

values that are allowable to record the credit side of the 

journal entry. 

Note: The Campus Journal Entry Chartfield Matrix will be periodically updated to reflect most current business rules. 

Note: You still need to consider the combo edit rules so 

that your combination of funds, source and account do 

not fail combo edit. See the Fund Ranges with their  

Matching Source Ranges document on ccinfo.unc.edu 

for combo edit rules. 

Transaction Group Abbreviations 

Billing JBL, JBS 

Cash Advance Settlement JCA 

Correcting JE JCR 

Office of Sponsored Research JSR/JSH 

Other Campus JE JOT 

Trust & Special Fund Transfer JAP, JFA, JGG, JUI, JUP 

https://ccinfo.unc.edu/files/2014/05/Chartfield-QRC-Insert1.pdf
https://ccinfo.unc.edu/files/2014/05/Chartfield-QRC-Insert1.pdf



